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Where are they now?
You supported them!
Camille McDorman
I am an Assistant Attorney General at the Washington State
Attorney General’s Office. I currently work in the Solicitor
General’s Office, representing the State in an array of civil
appellate matters. Working at NVSU gave me the foundations
of my current role as an advocate. First, it developed my
persuasion skills from talking to employers about the benefits of
hiring NVSU clients. Second, it taught me the importance of
mentorship. The NVSU staff were incredibly knowledgeable and
they trained and supported me so that our clients received
excellent services. Third, and maybe most importantly, it
washed away my millennial-based fear of cold calling people. I’m thankful for my time
at NVSU, for the skills and perspective it gave me.
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Terry Garfield
I am currently an M2 at Saint Louis University School of
Medicine in Missouri and studying for the Step 1 exam to move
on to clinical rotations. I change my mind about what specialty
I hope to go into every week but right now it is OB/GYN. NVS
was a great experience because I got to work directly with a
diverse group of people, learn about their goals and values,
and then support them as they transition to jobs. There's a lot
of overlap with the skills I use, such as building rapport and
personalizing what plan of action is the best for each person. I
enjoyed my time at NVS and miss the people and the work, as
it was very rewarding!
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Recent News
At NVS
•

•

•

We welcomed several new
interns to NVS, Nora,
Hannah and Nia and said a
bittersweet goodbye to
Dora, a longtime employee
at NVSU. We wish her all
the best!
Despite the challenges of
COVID, in 2021? we placed
19 clients in meaningful
employment. Positions
include Focus Group
Recruiter, E- Sales
Associate, Game
Accessibility Tester, Patient
Care Coordinator,
Registered Nurse, &
Administrative Assistant.
Our end of the year giving
campaign to cover the
funding shortfall this past
year due to COVID-19 was
a huge success. Thank you
so much for your support!
Your generous donation
enables the direct success
of our clients and the
program.
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We’re gearing up for this year’s spring fundraiser...

Emily’s Success
My daughter Emily was born with spina bifida, a birth defect that
causes incomplete closing of the spine. This causes both physical
and intellectual difficulties that impact all aspects of Emily’s life.
Throughout her school years, Emily struggled with memorization,
organizational skills, and comprehending new things. I knew
finding a job that Emily would succeed in was going to be challenging.
I first learned about NVS when Emily’s pediatrician referred her. NVS’
mission is to help people with neurological conditions gain independence
by finding meaningful work. The NVS team helped Emily with resumé
writing, interview coaching, her professional appearance, and many other
things you and I take for granted.
In 2016 NVS helped Emily find a job tryout and then a job as an Activities
Assistant in a nursing home. I’m happy to say that Emily still works there,
and she is thriving!
She states the best part of her job is “finding ways to make the residents
smile and listening to stories about when the residents were younger.”
She wishes she could spend even more time with each resident, but
much of her role is leading group activities like Bingo and arts/crafts.
Occasionally, she has time to play board games with individuals. Emily
mentioned she is still extremely grateful for the help NVS gave her and
she doesn’t know if she would have found the perfect job without all the
support they provided.
The reason I joined the board is
because I saw firsthand this team’s
dedication and tenacity in helping
my daughter, and I wanted a
tangible way to give back.

SKY’S THE LIM-
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Ways to Support
Employer Matching Gifts

Join us for brunch at the Columbia Tower Club on
We can't wait to see you in
person where the sky will be the
limit on May 21st for brunch at
the Columbia Tower. NVS
Partners all agreed that it will be
our privilege to enjoy brunch
with you while we celebrate our
mission and fundraise to
support people with
neurological conditions in
getting and keeping meaningful
jobs in the community.
To be able to interact, rejoice
and celebrate together after
what seems like a two-year
slumber, The NVS Board has
seen NVSU continue to make
strides with job placements in
the community, even while state
offices have been closed to the public over the last two years.

Volunteer to Speak at
Job Club
Gifts of Stock and Bonds
Annual Donations
Shop on

Planned Legacy Gifts

Donate directly at:

As a board member, I continue to
see this same commitment and
the positive impact NVS has on
both individuals and our
community. I am proud to be part
of the board as we continue to
serve those in need. They gave
my daughter the ability to
succeed, and I am forever
grateful.

We've also celebrated interns that want to support and learn about
the variety of services we offer our job seekers, and with mixed
feelings said goodbye to Dora D, a 10-year employee of NVSU who
supported the mission day in and day out. As we wake from our
winter slumbers, let us also rejoice in spring 2022 which brings all of
us together with changes, and stories of hope for new beginnings
that only spring can
promise.

Camie Herkomer
Vive President NVS Board

nvsrehab.org/support/donation/

or with our PayPal by
scanning the QR code below:

Aliza Hauser
President NVS Board
PayPal Giving Fund QR Code

